Hello again from Box Cars! This is our second installment of our email
campaign featuring game resources to share with your families. If you
are missing part one, kindly email Shaky T at
theresa2@boxcarsandoneeyedjacks.com and she will make sure you
receive it.
We will be aiming to send out these game emails on Wednesdays so
that you will be able to take some time to incorporate it into your
digital lesson plan for the following week.
This week, Kristin Hilty is back again,
this time with Horse Race! Our Horse
Race series of games are great for
purposeful practice in a home setting,
and can be easily differentiated for
varying skill levels. Horse Race
technically makes use of Box Cars' dice
trays, but it can be adapted to use only
4 - 6 regular dice. Click the links below
for instructional videos.
Horse Race
Materials: Dice Trays OR 4 to 6 regular dice, gameboard
Skills: Operations (addition or multiplication), Greater than/less
than/equal to, Associative property
Grade Levels: K - 3
Reproducibles: Gameboard
Fraction Horse Race

Materials: Dice Trays OR 4 regular dice, gameboard, fraction chart
Skills: Comparing fractions (greater than one, equal to one, less than
one), equivalent fractions
Grade Levels: 3 - 5
Reproducibles: Gameboard, Fraction Chart
Thank you Kristin for allowing us to share
your videos! There are more hot tips and
e-learning resources from Kristin on her
website, makingmathmakesense.org,
which you can find by clicking HERE. The
family resource she mentions in the
videos above is our Stratedice book,
which is filled with lots of great dice tray
games for families.
We will have more to send out next week. If you know anyone who
would like to be added to our newsletter list, please feel free to email
us.
Stay safe, stay sane, and whenever possible, stay home.
All our best wishes,
The Box Cars Team <3
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